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Introduction

method have been set once and for all proving the flexibility of the proposed
approach.

Estimating a 3D model of the environment in which a camera evolves as
well as its trajectory, also known as Visual Simultaneous Localization And
Proposed
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Mapping (VSLAM), is an important problem for the computer vision community. Indeed, a large number of applications, such as image-based localUses Depth
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ization or augmented reality, assume that a 3D model of the environment has
been previously reconstructed. Thus, being able to accurately estimate this
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3D model is essential in order for these applications to operate correctly.
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In monocular VSLAM, one of the major difficulties, compared to stereo
VSLAM, consists in the fact that the scale of the scene is not observed. In
order to prevent scale drift, loop closures (i.e when the camera comes back at Figure 2: Quantitative comparison on the TUM RGB-D dataset. The figures
a place already visited) need to be detected. However, a large environment represent the absolute trajectory RMSE (cm) [8]. The results of [1, 2, 3, 4, 5]
usually contains places that look alike. Thus when a camera evolves in are taken from Fig.9 in [2].
such an environment, wrong loop closures may be detected, resulting in an
erroneous 3D model.
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Figure 1: Our Monocular VSLAM Framework
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We propose a novel robust monocular VSLAM algorithm which is able to
operate on long challenging videos. It consists in 4 modules (Keyframe
Selection, Submap Reconstruction, Pairwise Similarity Estimation and Relative Similarity Averaging) arranged as illustrated in Fig.1. First of all,
submaps (parts of the camera trajectory and the unknown environment) are
robustly and accurately estimated using the so-called Known Rotation Problem [7]. We then build a graph of relative 3D similarities (computed between
the submaps). In order to reject the outlier relative 3D similarities coming
from wrong loop closures, we propose a simple and efficient outlier removal
algorithm. Finally, to obtain a scalable monocular VSLAM framework, we
derive a loopy belief propagation algorithm which is able to align a large
number of submaps very efficiently.
The contribution of this paper is threefold:
1. A novel visual odometry approach based on the so-called Known Rotation Problem that allows to robustly estimate each submap independently.
2. A simple and efficient outlier removal algorithm to reject the outlier
relative 3D similarities coming from wrong loop closures.
3. A loopy belief propagation algorithm which is able to align a large
number of submaps very efficiently.
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Figure 3: Qualitative comparison on the camera trajectories estimated with
the approach proposed in this paper and [6] on sequence 05 of the KITTI
dataset. Most of the time, the camera trajectory estimated with our approach
overlaps with the ground truth as opposed to [6] which deviates from the real
trajectory.
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The method has been validated experimentally and compared to the two
most recent state of the art algorithms which it outperforms both qualitatively and quantitatively (see Fig.2 and Fig.3). Moreover, in all our experiAcknowledgments The research leading to these results has received
ments (4 different cameras with different resolutions), the parameters of our funding from the European Community’s Seventh Framework Programme
(FP7/2007- 2013) under grant agreement 288199 - Dem@Care.
The full paper is available at the Computer Vision Foundation webpage.

